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VIRTUAL PRESENCE SERVER

FIELD OF THE INVENTION

The present invention relates to managing the dynamic content of entities identified by presence information (i.e., presen- tities) in a communications network that includes publishers and subscribers and, more particularly, to techniques for generating and managing the presence information derived from the presence content of multiple other presen- tities, by the use of a virtual presence server.

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

Presence, broadly defined as the ability of a communica- tions infrastructure to both track and disseminate a variety of dynamic attributes of individuals or objects, is rapidly becoming a key component of converged network applica- tions in both telephone company provider and enterprise environments. Presence has rapidly evolved from its roots in instant messaging status (e.g., “buddy” status) to become a standard event mechanism for aggregating context about individuals, devices, and abstract entities (e.g., meetings, activities, and location coordinates).

Currently, the Session Initiation Protocol for Instant Messaging and Presence Leveraging Extensions (SIP/SIMPLE) based presence architecture has been standardized and is a key component in, for example, the 3rd Generation Partnership Project (3GPP) IP Multimedia Subsystem architecture (IMS).

It is known that applications often want to use a publish/ subscribe model for data, as such a model provides timely information updates, and provides users with an interactive experience without the overhead of polling.

SIP provides an extension for event notification (see B. Roach, RFC 3265: Session Initiation Protocol (SIP)-Specific Event Notification, the disclosure of which is incorporated by reference herein) and publication (see A. Niemi, RFC 3903: Session Initiation Protocol (SIP) Extension for Event State Publication, the disclosure of which is incorporated by reference herein), collectively referred to as presence.

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

Principles of the invention provide techniques for generating and managing presenities that correspond to some com- putation performed over the presence status of other presen- tities or the dynamic information obtained from other external sources, in accordance with a virtual presence server.

By way of example, a method for requesting information from at least one server comprises the following steps. A client request, which expresses a request that can not be satisfied by a single existing presenity, is obtained at an intermediate server, wherein the intermediate server operates as a virtual presence server. The virtual presence server (i.e., intermediate server) creates a set of software objects for a virtual presenity, the set of objects embodying logic to combine presence information from one or more of existing presenities and external information sources, in accordance with at least one existing presence server. It is understood that in an illustrative embodiment, there may be a plurality of such existing presence servers. The virtual presence server creates an association between the request of the client and the created virtual presenity that allows the presence information to be propagated back to the client.

These and other objects, features, and advantages of the present invention will become apparent from the following detailed description of illustrative embodiments thereof, which is to be read in connection with the accompanying drawings.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

FIG. 1 is a diagram illustrating a system for managing presenities in a communications network using a virtual presence server, according to an embodiment of the present invention;

FIG. 2 is a diagram illustrating a methodology of generat- ing a virtual presence uniform locator identifier, according to an embodiment of the present invention;

FIG. 3 is a diagram illustrating an illustrative message flow, according to an embodiment of the present invention;

FIG. 4 is a diagram illustrating a system for managing presenities in a communications network using a virtual presence server, according to another embodiment of the present invention; and

FIG. 5 is a diagram illustrating an illustrative implementa- tion of a computing system in accordance with which one or more components/methodologies of the present invention may be implemented, according to an embodiment of the present invention.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF PREFERRED EMBODIMENTS

Illustrative embodiments of the present invention will be described below in the context of a SIP-based presence server environment; however, it is to be understood that principles of this invention are generally applicable to any presence-based system that employs a publish/subscribe model.

Also, while illustrative embodiments of the invention will be described herein in the context of a client/server environment (a “client” referring to a computing device that sends request to a “server,” which is a computing device that processes the client request and, if appropriate, sends back a response), it is to be understood that principles of this invention are generally applicable to other computing device envi- ronments.

The term “presenity” as used herein is intended to be construed broadly so as to encompass, by way of example and without limitation, an entity identified by presence information (e.g., a screen name that identifies a human, device, or automated system) and that is associated with a unique resource identifier or indicator (e.g., a URI). The word is a combination of words “presence” and “entity” and was first introduced in the Internet Engineering Task Force (IETF) in Request for Comments (RFC) 2778. As indicated above, a presenity may refer to a human, a computing device or some abstract object that can be represented by a collection of dynamic attributes. In the case of a human, for example, presence information describes availability and willingness of this human to communicate via set of communication services. For example, users of an instant messaging service are presenities and their presence information might be user status (e.g., online, offline, away, etc.). A presenity can also refer to a group of humans, for example a collection of cus- tomer service agents in a call center. This presenity may be considered available if there is at least one agent ready to accept a call. However, other definitions of presenity may apply.

The term “virtual presenity” as used herein is intended to be construed broadly so as to encompass, by way of example and without limitation, a presenity entity that is created by the virtual presence server, or some external source, purely in
response to some specified computing logic or query operating over other existing presenties, such that the attributes of the virtual presentity correspond to answers, either wholly or partially, to the specified computing logic. In contrast, ‘non-virtual’ or ‘real’ presentities correspond to presence entities that exist independently of any external query, e.g., a presentity for the user of a instant messaging service captures the state of the individual, independently of the queries or interests expressed by any other individual, device or computing system. The ‘virtual presentity’ may thus be viewed as a presence-based abstract view, corresponding to some computing logic, expressed over other presentities (both ‘real’ and ‘virtual’) or external data sources. Thus, it is to be understood that the virtual present server is preferably a physical server that handles virtual presentities in the manner described herein.

In U.S. patent application Ser. No. 11/954,141, filed on Dec. 11, 2007, entitled “Methods and Apparatus for Dynamic Generation and Notification of Virtual Presence for Presence-based Awareness,” the disclosure of which is incorporated by reference herein, a proposal for virtual presence is described, where the SIP SUBSCRIBE carries the logic of the query (expressed in XML) in its body. The presence server is then responsible for instantiating the corresponding processing logic on an associated correlation engine, and for defining a unique URI to represent the outcome of the query. In this approach, the presence server needs to be upgraded to handle the dynamics of query processing and dynamic URI allocation.

While this approach in Ser. No. 11/954,141 is highly beneficial, illustrative embodiments of the present invention differ from the Ser. No. 11/954,141 approach in that the present embodiments do not require any modifications to the presence server to enable presence virtualization. That is, in the virtual presence server approach of the present invention, the presence server remains unmodified. Advantageously, all of the processing logic is maintained by the virtual presence server, which may utilize presence data from multiple underlying presence servers. Moreover, the approach in Ser. No. 11/954,141 associates a unique URI (virtual presence) with each incoming query independently; there is thus no ability to share a common presence (and its URI), either wholly or partially, across different queries. Consequently, the approach in Ser. No. 11/954,141 does not try to improve the efficiency of the correlation engine (where the computing logic for virtual presence generation is embedded) by exploiting common parts of multiple queries. Also, the client query to the presence server must be expressed solely through the use of SIP messages.

In accordance with principles of the present invention, we propose to expose the dynamically-created presence URI (dynamically created in response to a client query) as an externally visible URI (no different than the URIs of the regular presentities). Other client queries can then be expressed over a combination of such dynamic presenities and regular presenities.

Referring initially to FIG. 1, a diagram illustrates a system for managing presenities in a communications network, according to an embodiment of the present invention. More particularly, system 100 illustrates an environment in which a publish/subscribe model using a virtual presence server may be carried out. As shown, multiple presence servers 102-1, . . . 102-N, external sources 103, multiple presence client devices 106-1, . . . 106-N, and a virtual presence server 108 are connected to a communications network 104. The clients and servers are operative to communicate with one another using one or more protocols, with one of these protocols being the Session Initiation Protocol or SIP. As will be explained below, the virtual presence server acts as an overlay over a set of presence servers.

In general, the devices may represent a publisher, a presence, or a subscriber (“watcher”). For example, one device may be the personal computer of a watcher who subscribes to locate presentities in a particular geographic area. The watcher sends a subscription specifying geographic location information to a presence server. The presence server then informs the watcher of presentities that satisfy the subscription criteria. For example, one presentity, represented by a device, may be a person’s cell phone that is transmitting global positioning information that satisfies the specified subscription criteria. Principles of the present invention introduce the notion of a virtual presence server (108) that operates between the client devices (106-1 through 106-N) and the regular presence servers (102-1 through 102-N).

More particularly, in accordance with illustrative embodiments and as will be described below in detail in the context of FIGS. 2 and 3, virtual presence server 108 is used to respond to SIP SUBSCRIBE requests from the client devices (106-1 through 106-N) by providing the clients a new virtual presence URI that the clients then subscribe to (via an existing presence server implementation, e.g., presence server 102-1). As part of the process for providing this virtual presence URI, the virtual presence server may create one or software objects representing a publishing client for the corresponding virtual presentity. The virtual presence server 108 (more precisely, the software objects acting as the publishing client for the created virtual presentity) then sends PUBLISH messages to the existing presence server 102-1 for the newly instantiated virtual presence URI. This architecture allows the virtual presence server 108 to provide event notification for dynamically created presentities in response to requests while leveraging the capabilities of the existing presence server, e.g., presence server 102-1. Note that the initial query from the client devices may not be restricted to only use SIP SUBSCRIBE messages; alternate forms of query submission (such as the use of browser-generated HTTP requests) are also permitted.

Illustrative embodiments create a presence management methodology 200 as shown in FIG. 2. In our architecture, a client submits a subscription request to a virtual presence server (step 210). Upon receipt of the request, the virtual presence server determines if a virtual URI already exists for this request (step 220); in effect, this would imply that the software objects acting as the publishing clients for the required virtual presentity have already been instantiated. If so, then the virtual presence server redirects the client to an existing presence server responsible for the virtual URI (step 230). If there is no virtual URI already available, then the virtual presence server must create one (step 240). After computing the result for the request (step 250), the software objects acting as the publishing clients for the corresponding virtual presentity publishes the result of the request to the virtual URI (step 260), and redirects the client to the virtual URI (step 230). The client in turn subscribes to this URI to obtain the result of the request. Additionally, the virtual presence server may continuously update the result by publishing it to the virtual presentity’s URI. The existing presence server will notify the client of any updates and manage the required subscription state. If the URI or request that was submitted by the client should not be handled by the virtual presence server (e.g., because it is an unknown request, or based on a policy configuration), it may respond with a typical SIP error code;
5 or alternatively redirect such unknown or configured requests to another presence server (either another virtual or existing presence server).

Alternatively, rather than publishing the updated information to the existing presence server, the virtual presence server may redirect the client to a newly created URI that encodes the required function and parameters to execute the required logic.

An illustrative message flow 300 for virtualizing the SIP presence message flow is shown in FIG. 3. Three entities participate in the exchange: the presence client (310), the virtual presence server (320) and an existing presence server (330). In this example, we only show the most relevant header fields for clarity. Each message in the flow must also contain a variety of other headers for transaction matching, routing, and other basic SIP functionality.

The presence client (310) initiates the virtualized presence transaction by sending a SUBSCRIBE message (340) to the virtual presence server (320). The subscribe message encapsulates the information that the virtual presence server needs to service the request either in the SIP headers or message body. For example, the presence client may be an application that assists users in locating available experts. In this case, the virtualized presence request could consist of a query for Java experts in Hawthorne, N.Y.

To service a request, the virtual presence server:

i. generates a unique presence URI (this being the “virtual presence URI”), in this case vp123@ps.com,

ii. instantiates the software objects that are able to retrieve the necessary data from the underlying presentity, apply the specified computing logic to derive the required response to the query, and

iii. publishes the result of the query to the existing presence server (330) using a PUBLISH request (350).

In practice, there may be intervening requests at any point, for example, the virtual presence server may need to establish subscriptions with one or more existing presence servers in order to complete the request. This would be needed, for example, when the query specification requires, as source data, the presence data from a set of existing presentity. In this case, the software objects acting as publish clients for the virtual presentity must also issue the necessary subscriptions to the presence server to obtain the required dynamic data.

With reference to FIG. 4, in the example of a query (410) from a presence client (401) to locate Java experts, the actions performed by the virtual presence server (402) in step (ii) include processing logic steps such as:

(a) retrieving the list of potential experts (415) from a group list server (403);

(b) using an external non-presence data source (e.g., directory information 425 in a corporate directory 405) to identify which of those experts are Java experts;

(c) subscribing (420, 422) to the underlying (i.e., real) presentity (421, 423) of the Java experts from one or more existing presence servers (404-1 through 404-N);

(d) determining which of those experts are available and have their location in the city of Hawthorne (again, according to directory information 425 available from corporate directory 405);

(e) and aggregating the available experts into an XML presence body (a virtual presentity).

The aggregated XML presence body would then be published (430) to an existing presence server (406) in step (iii).

Returning to reference to FIG. 3, after the virtual presence server sends the PUBLISH request (350), the existing presence server replies to the request with a successful reply (360). At this point the virtual presence has been created, and the presence client (310) is notified by the virtual presence server (320) of the new presentity using a “302” redirection response (370). (This redirection is shown in FIG. 4 as 432.)

The client (310) creates a new SUBSCRIBE message (380) which is sent directly to the existing presence server (330). (This subscription is shown in FIG. 4 as 433.) Dashed lines in FIG. 3 denote that flow for these messages does not need to go through the virtual presence server but can go directly between the existing presence server and the client. The existing presence server (330) responds to the subscription message with a successful response (385), and the reply that was generated by the virtual presence server (320) is sent to the client using a NOTIFY message (390). (This notification is shown in FIG. 4 as 435.) The exchange is completed by the presence client (310) acknowledging receipt of the NOTIFY with a 200 OK message (395).

Subsequent updates to the reply are published by the virtual presence server (320) to the existing presence server (330), using an identical sequence to the PUBLISH/OK transaction (350, 360). These updates are then pushed to the client (310) using a NOTIFY/200 exchange (390, 395). In the example of locating Java experts, these further updates are caused by the changing availability or location of the experts. As the availability of the Java experts changes, the underlying presence servers send notifications to the software objects instantiated by virtual presence server acting as subscription clients. These software objects then recompute the set of available Java experts, and send a publication to the existing presence server. The existing presence server in turn sends a notification to the presence client with the updated list of Java experts.

In this example, the underlying presentity is located on existing underlying presence servers; however, a virtual presentity can also be constructed from one or more other virtual presentity in a hierarchical manner. As previously described, the virtual presentity ‘available Java experts in Hawthorne’ can be implemented by requesting underlying presence documents for each presentity. Alternatively, if a second virtual presentity exists for ‘all available Java experts’ the virtual presence server implementing the first query could subscribe to the second virtual presentity rather than all the underlying presentity and return only the Java experts in Hawthorne from the results of the second query. Conversely, the query ‘all available Java experts’ could be implemented by combining the results from one or more queries of the form ‘available Java experts in location X’. Each of these hierarchical formulations of the processing logic provides advantages in different scenarios. Also note that although in this example, the virtual presentity form subsets or supersets of the virtual presentity that they are derived from; this is not a requirement of the invention. Furthermore, the virtual presentity that make up a query could be composed of other virtual presentity which are themselves composed of virtual presentity and so on, i.e., virtual presentity can be composed recursively.

Although in this example the messaging between the presence client, the virtual presence server, and the presence server makes use of only SIP signaling; the interaction between the presence client and the virtual presence server may utilize other protocols. For example, the presence client may submit requests to the virtual presence server using a web (HyperText Transport Protocol or HTTP) interface; the virtual presence server can then generate a URI (or re-use an existing one); publish information to an existing presence server; and return the newly generated URI to the presence client over the same HTTP connection. The client then subscribes to the presence server and URI that was provided by
the virtual presence server. Clearly, any protocol may be used for this interaction between the presence client and virtual presence server.

Additionally, the virtual presence server (320) can use other methods to redirect the presence client’s (310) request to the existing presence server (330). For example, the virtual presence server (320) may act as a SIP proxy, forwarding the modified request (now with the dynamic presence URI) to the existing presence server (330) and optionally forwarding responses from the presence server (330) to the presence client (310).

Accordingly, as described herein in detail and illustrated in FIGS. 2 and 3, principles of the invention provide a method for a client to request information from a presence server in the following manner. A client (310) expresses a request that cannot be satisfied by existing, pre-defined, standard operations over a single existing presence. An intermediate virtual presence server (320) dynamically creates a virtual presence that embodies logic to combine presence information from a set of existing presencies and external information sources. An association is created between the client’s request and the virtual presence (via the dynamically assigned URI that identifies the created virtual presence) that allows the information to be propagated back to the client.

Furthermore, in one embodiment, for a client to receive information for a request that cannot directly be answered by an individual presence document residing on a presence server (330), the client sends its query for the information it needs to an intermediate virtual presence server. The intermediate virtual presence server instantiates the processing logic to create the necessary information and associates a dynamic presence URI to represent this newly created information. The intermediate virtual presence server ensures that this newly created information is to be PUBLISHED as the presence state for this dynamic presence URI to the presence server. The intermediate virtual presence server redirects the client to the dynamic presence URI. The client then subscribes to this dynamic presence URI and receives the presence state information for this newly created presence from the existing presence server (330). It is to be appreciated that the answer to the request is continuously updated by the intermediate virtual presence server. Further, the virtual presence server may instantiate the processing logic by executing the appropriate logic directly. In this embodiment, the client is not necessarily re-directed to an existing presence server; rather, the virtual presence server itself also acts as a ‘presence server’, managing the URI of the virtual presence. In this case, the client would be redirected (via the URI of the virtual presence) back to the virtual presence server, which would be responsible for providing the computed attributes of the virtual presence (the presence attributes of the virtual presence may or may not be additionally published to the presence server). The virtual presence server may alternatively instantiate the processing logic by communicating it to another system which then publishes to the dynamic presence in this approach, the virtual presence server merely instantiates or activates, on a remote device, the software objects acting as publish clients for the newly created virtual presentity; the virtual presence server would then pass along the URI of the virtual presentity as a parameter of its instantiation request.

Still further, in another embodiment, for a client to receive information for a request that cannot directly be answered by an individual presence document residing on a presence server, the client (310) sends its query for the information it needs to the intermediate virtual presence server (320). The intermediate virtual presence server instantiates the process-
must be retrieved from presence information obtained from a plurality of different existing presentities and external information sources, and whose attribute values are used to compute a response to the client query, wherein the virtual presence server is an intermediate server that operates between clients and existing presence servers;

the virtual presence server instantiating a set of software objects for creating a new virtual presentity, said set of software objects embodying logic to (i) retrieve presence information, which satisfies the plurality of different attributes of said client query, from the plurality of different existing presentities and external information sources, and to (ii) execute query compute logic on the attribute values to create information used to derive the response to the client query based on the retrieved presence information, said response to said client query being a new virtual presentity that is created by the virtual presence server;

the virtual presence server creating an association between the client query and the new virtual presentity that is created, wherein said association allows the retrieved presence information to be propagated back to the client;

associating a dynamic presentity uniform resource identifier (URI) to identify the new virtual presentity;

creating the new virtual presentity to be published as a presence state for the dynamic presentity URI to at least one existing presence server;

and redirecting the client to the dynamic presentity URI such that the client subscribes to the dynamic presentity URI and receives presence state information for the new virtual presentity from the at least one existing presence server.

2. The method of claim 1, further comprising:

the virtual presence server determining if there already exists a virtual presentity with a query logic identical to the query logic of the client; and

if the query logic is identical, then returning the URI identifying the virtual presentity previously created.

3. The method of claim 1, wherein the virtual presence server instantiates the query compute logic for creating a virtual presentity by communicating the query compute logic to another system which then publishes computed attributes of the virtual presentity to the at least one existing presence server.

4. The method of claim 1, further comprising the virtual presence server periodically updating an answer to the client query.

5. The method of claim 1, wherein the virtual presence server further operates by:

associating a dynamic presentity uniform resource identifier (URI) to represent the new virtual presentity that is created;

creating the new virtual presentity to be published as a presence state for the dynamic presentity URI to at least one existing presence server;

and proxying the client request to the dynamic presentity URI.

6. The method of claim 1, wherein the virtual presence server instantiates the query compute logic for creating a virtual presentity by:

issuing at least one subscription request for a set of presentities to at least one existing presence server;

receiving notifications on dynamic attributes of the subscribed presentities; and

recomputing dynamic attributes of an associated presentity.

7. The method of claim 6, wherein issuing subscription requests further comprises the virtual presence server triggering a set of external publish agents to publish the presence status of the set of presentities to the at least one existing presence server.

8. The method of claim 1, wherein the virtual presence server further operates by:

associating a dynamic presentity uniform resource identifier (URI) to represent the new virtual presentity that is created; and

causing the new virtual presentity to be notified, along with the information of the dynamic presentity URI, to the client issuing the query.

9. The method of claim 1, wherein the step of instantiating a set of software objects for a virtual presentity further comprises the virtual presence server issuing a set of requests and creating dynamic presentities to support these requests, thereby recursively creating a hierarchy of virtual presentities.

10. Apparatus for requesting information from at least one server, the apparatus comprising:

a memory; and

a processor coupled to the memory and configured to:

receive a client query requesting presence information, said client query comprising a plurality of different attributes whose attribute values must be retrieved from presence information obtained from a plurality of different existing presentities and external information sources, and whose attribute values are used to compute a response to the client query, wherein the virtual presence server is an intermediate server that operates between clients and existing presence servers;

receive a client query requesting presence information, said client query comprising a plurality of different attributes whose attribute values must be retrieved from presence information obtained from a plurality of different existing presentities and external information sources, and whose attribute values are used to compute a response to the client query, wherein the virtual presence server is an intermediate server that operates between clients and existing presence servers;

receive a client query requesting presence information, said client query comprising a plurality of different attributes whose attribute values must be retrieved from presence information obtained from a plurality of different existing presentities and external information sources, and whose attribute values are used to compute a response to the client query,
wherein the virtual presence server is an intermediate server that operates between clients and existing presence servers; 
the virtual presence server instantiating a set of software objects for creating a new virtual presentity, said set of software objects embodying logic to (i) retrieve presence information, which satisfies the plurality of different attributes of said client query, from the plurality of different existing presentities and external information sources, and to (ii) execute query compute logic on the attribute values to create information used to derive the response to the client query based on the retrieved presence information, said response to said client query being a new virtual presentity that is created by the virtual presence server; the virtual presence server creating an association between the client query and the new virtual presentity that is created, wherein said association allows the retrieved presence information to be propagated back to the client; 
the virtual presence server associating a dynamic presentity uniform resource identifier (URI) to identify the new virtual presentity; 
the virtual presence server causing the new virtual presentity to be published as a presence state for the dynamic presentity URI to at least one existing presence server; and 
cause the new virtual presentity to be published as a presence state for the dynamic presentity URI to at least one existing presence server; and redirect the client to the dynamic presentity URI such that the client subscribes to the dynamic presentity URI and receives presence state information for the new virtual presentity from the at least one existing presence server. 
13. The virtual presence server of claim 12, further comprising: 
the virtual presence server determining if there already exists a virtual presentity with a query logic identical to the query logic of the client; and 
if the query logic is identical, then returning the URI identifying the virtual presentity previously created. 
14. The virtual presence server of claim 12, wherein the virtual presence server instantiates the query compute logic for creating a virtual presentity by communicating the query compute logic to another system which then publishes computed attributes of the virtual presentity to the at least one existing presence server. 
15. The virtual presence server of claim 12, further comprising the virtual presence server periodically updating an answer to the client query. 
16. The virtual presence server of claim 12, wherein the virtual presence server further operates by: 
associating a dynamic presentity uniform resource identifier (URI) to represent the new virtual presentity that is created; 
caus[ing the new virtual presentity to be published as a presence state for the dynamic presentity URI to at least one existing presence server; and 
proxying the client request to the dynamic presentity URI. 
17. The virtual presence server of claim 12, wherein the virtual presence server instantiates the query compute logic for creating a virtual presentity by: 
issuing at least one subscription request for a set of presentities to at least one existing presence server; 
receiving notifications on dynamic attributes of the subscribed presentities; and 
recomputing dynamic attributes of an associated presentity. 
18. The virtual presence server of claim 17, wherein issuing subscription requests further comprises the virtual presence server triggering a set of external publish agents to publish the presence status of the set of presentities to the at least one existing presence server. 
19. The virtual presence server of claim 12, wherein the virtual presence server further operates by: 
associating a dynamic presentity uniform resource identifier (URI) to represent the new virtual presentity that is created; and 
caus[ing the new virtual presentity to be notified, along with the information of the dynamic presentity URI, to the client issuing the query. 
20. The virtual presence server of claim 12, wherein the step of instantiating a set of software objects for a virtual presentity further comprises the virtual presence server issuing a set of requests and creating dynamic presentities to support these requests, thereby recursively creating a hierarchy of virtual presentities. 

* * * * *